WA L L S C A P E S

Congratulations on your purchase of Plank It Wallscapes.
Now that you have your planks, you might be wondering, “what’s next?” We have included this
guide to help you determine the materials you will need, as well as a general sequence to follow
to install Plank It Wallscapes.
If you are unsure about the installation process, please visit us at www.plankitwallscapes.com
to watch our installation video. Don’t worry. It isn’t difficult. A basic knowledge of tools and a
general idea of how you want it to look is all that is required.
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WA L L S C A P E S

Tools Required

General Installation Guidelines
Begin by unpacking your planks and laying them out in an area close to your project.
You want to do this in order to ensure a good color variation in each plank you install.
Wait 24 hours before installation to allow the planks to acclimate to room temperature.

Hammer

Hand Saw

Tape Measure

Level

It is a good idea to mark
a chalk line in conjunction
with a level to ensure
your first row stays level
as you glue the planks to
the wall.
You will want to stagger
your planks to achieve
the best look. We have
found that by alternating
the widths, along with
staggering the planks, you
will produce an authentic
appearance that
compliments the realistic
texture of our planks.

Use a chalk line to ensure planks are level.

Example of staggered planks.

Triangle

Adhesive Gun

Chalk Line

Attaching the planks is the easiest part. We recommend using a construction
adhesive such as PL Premium or F26. You can also use pin nails or crown staples
to hold the planks in place until the glue sets. Just remember, the larger the nail,
the more likely it will be seen.
Thank you for purchasing our planks. We really do appreciate your business. Don’t
forget! Share your photos with us on Facebook and Pinterest. We want to see all your
great ideas! #plankitwallscapes
www.facebook.com/NJOUTH20 | www.pinterest.com/outwaterplastic

Step Ladder

If you prefer to see an installation, please visit our website www.plankitwallscapes.com
to view our installation video.

Note: All hand tools can be

substituted with power tools
if available

Architectural Products by Outwater assumes no liability for improper installation.

